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Background of SICA, 1985

In the wake of the widespread industrial sickness during the eighties, the Government of
India enacted a special legislation namely the Sick Industrial Companies (Special Provisions)
Act, 1985 (SICA) for determining the preventive, ameliorative, remedial and other measures
which were required to be taken in respect of sick industrial companies and for expeditious
enforcement of the measures determined. Companies (other than those exempted under the
Act) whose net-worth was eroded fully, fall under the purview of this legislation. It was
expected that by either reviving/closing the sick industrial companies the idle/locked up
investment would be put to productive use/get released for productive use elsewhere. The
Act also envisaged that measures for effective remedy would be found expeditiously by a
Board of experts and equally speedily would the rehabilitation scheme be enforced on the
concerned companies.

Unfortunately, as often happens with many such laudable measures, there was a wide gap
between the aim and the performance. Though the Board for Industrial and Financial
Reconstruction (BIFR) was set up under SICA and started functioning from 1987 to deal with
revival and rehabilitation of sick Industrial companies, in actual practice the whole process
became very slow and painful for all the genuine stakeholders and this lengthy process, lack
of timely commencement of proceedings and poor enforcement mechanism defeated the
basic purpose of the Act. On the other hand, for defaulting borrowers BIFR became a safe
haven and they rushed to BIFR only to get statutory protection from the creditors wanting to
recover their dues and to take relief from Govt./Banks/other Statutory authorities. It was
observed that more than being interested in reviving the sick industrial undertakings,
companies were keener to get the shelter of the overriding provisions of the SICA as a shield
against the legitimate dues of the creditors and other stakeholders. These pitfalls of SICA
brought an adverse economic impact as the legislative intent of revival and rehabilitation of
sick companies could not be fulfilled and in most of the cases the creditors got entangled in the
procedural web of SICA.

Chapter XI of U.S. Bankruptcy Law

It is pertinent to mention that the Bankruptcy provisions in the United States are governed by
Chapter XI. When a business is unable to service its debt or pay its creditors, the business or
its creditors can file with a federal bankruptcy court for protection under Chapter XI. Bankruptcy
affords the debtor in possession a number of mechanisms to restructure its business. A debtor
in possession can acquire financing and loans on favorable terms by giving new lenders first
priority on the business’ earnings. The court may also permit the debtor in possession to reject
and cancel contracts. Debtors are also protected from other litigation against the business
through the imposition of an automatic stay. While the automatic stay is in place, most
litigation against the debtor is stayed, or put on hold, until it can be resolved in bankruptcy
court, or resumed in its original venue.e-mail :
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The Companies Bill, 2009 has
made a paradigm shift by
addressing the pitfalls of
SICA, 1985 and aligning the
Indian Law relating to
“Revival and Rehabilitation of
Sick Companies” on lines of
the global bankruptcy laws.
This article has analyzed the
relevant provisions of the
Companies Bill, 2009 relating
thereto.




